Astronomic Event

Astronomic Event Io's Stage
IO STAGE
God announces to the IO-EROS Mission that the following events had already been
revealed by him and that the church has knowledge of these, however, they will lie
and assure that all of this is not true; but God will prove this.
The beginning of the IO STAGE will be announced by the Holy Virgin Mary. It is the
beginning of the end of an Era. God warns that there will be wars and other trouble
on Earth and announces that after the Great War, IO will come. He promises that if
he sees love on Earth and thirst for Him, peace will be given.
The science will say: “The sun’s halos make IO drown and it will fill with gas.” They
will not say that a torrent of halos from the sun are on their way to the Earth.
Everything begins with the SUN, its activity increases, and the solar storms will
increase also, the sun throws waves of radiation and wakes come out. The moons of
the solar system are affected, amongst them: Calixto and the Earth’s moon, the sun
retracts. At the same time on earth a great war occurs, and everything will be in
chaos
God allows the eyes of science to be focused on the Moon IO by making it emit waves
that scientists detect and measure with a dial. This is when the science (NASA)
detects that lava from IO is elevated more than usual and is spreading; this surprises
them. IO’s tone is heard by the hundreds. Russia sees a Halo from IO in space, they
hear the dial and detect that it is waving.
The sun becomes slow, a wave from the sun emits a ray and that wave hits
everything, as consequence it makes the skin burn. That same wave goes towards
IO. The Sun and IO align. The sun launches waves and radiates the skies and this hits
IO causing it to ionize, dry and it affects its course. These variations shake the milky
way. All of this is seen by the science (NASA). Vizcaya, Spain shakes due to that sun
ray.
Sun rays make IO burn and clouds of Helium come out of it, which are seen from
Earth, they go out towards space and it is lethal. Smoke that circulates the moon IO
will be seen. It is a gas, it is Helium that melts and becomes smoke.
The Sun makes IO accumulate Helium, here a ferocious enhancement of gas occurs,
it makes strange and frozen rings, the gas spills in the south and is condensed. The
Sun’s halos are delayed in hitting IO and this is why it freezes and fills with gas, it
drags with it Neon and Helium in long blades and shifts its axes.
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IO blinds the halos that the sun brings, the gas is stuck, it explodes and puts itself
out. This is heard in a radar. The science (SETI) sees this event and has doubts about
the absurd idea of seeing light halos in the southern part of IO.
The layer of Helium in IO dries out and a veil is created. IO ionizes and becomes
opaque, it will not give out light. The moon IO will turn off and seems gassy. The
science (NASA) notices that IO turns cold.
IO becomes accelerated: the science (NASA) notices that its southern part is
smoking and measures in the tones this occurrence with skepticism; they are
surprised to see that IO rotates and moves out of its place. This happens in IO’s pole.
The sun ravages some dunes, the ions from the sun also make IO magnetize and
become solid.
A light ray makes the sand in IO (Silicon) rise. The Silicone empties out in the rings
that surround IO, it becomes ionized in the southern area. Its crown turns towards
the East of the rings. This is the reason why IO tilts; The Silicon in the rings suction it
and it falls out from its orbit.
God makes the IO Era occur at dawn. The amount of air diminishes, the smoke from
IO does this and makes IO blow. It burns. The lava makes IO become ionized, it fills
with Nickel, Kerosene, Silicon and Neon. This moon burns and bursts, it is an oven. It
makes a large blue light from the Helium, that light will be seen on Earth and will be
caught in antennas, they will hear IO’s echo, all of humanity will see it. The sun’s
shine will be more intense, and mases come out of the Earth.
Waves of light rings are created all around Earth. The Science (NASA) warns the U.N.
that they saw a blue light in IO, they gather and debate on this; their knowledge is
clouded since they believe it’s strange to see a blue light. They warn that IO becomes
frozen and is ionized. When they see this, they become scared and raise an antenna.
They see dozens of waves that are harming IO. They use lenses and detect that the
cause of this signal is a solar storm, that falls upon IO.
God asks the Mission to take out or spin messages (S.O.S) all the time so that they
are found with the gift through which God gives these messages. The science does
not see them despite the halos and the eco already on IO. An airplane circles the
sanctuary and hears the echo that makes curious tones due to the prayers and the
gift. The Science (NASA) will hear these echoes that will give them the coordinates
of the sanctuary of the IO-EROS Mission.
A ring of fire that gives out heat will be seen. They announce this in CNN. That light
will make chains of halos and the science (SETI) will find the see of the seals when
checking the halos. The science (SETI) will understand what God is giving them to
humanity.
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In Orion a gas is generated which unleashes a warning sign to the science (NASA).
The science (NASA) re-reads that sign and orders to circle that strange gas giving a
wrongful idea of where it comes from and invades Orion. They link the wave and the
light towards the gas and decide that it is generated on its own; They do not see that
all of it is consequence of what happens with IO. The gas comes in through the East
axes of Orion; this is not given from the West, it slides towards the North, ionizing
the stars and retracts the sun from its astral cycle and from its orbit. It declines,
detonates and becomes totally destroyed. When Orion bursts, it will be heard on the
Earth’s orbit. The science (NASA) will order to communicate everything. Orion will
be erased from the sky, it will not be seen.
The solar light falls on IO’s halos, it tears it on the southern part, it accelerates its
hatching, veils and veils are raised and IO turns towards that area. Ions make the
southern part of IO churn. It turns upside down; its path is accelerated associated
with the veils that are raised. The light that is raised makes the Russians look
towards IO. They use their solar waves to probe the sun’s halos and God says that
that is a mistake.

In IO there is Helium and gas, this explodes and begins to escape. The light of the gas
goes towards Earth, it falls slowly and that gas melts the ice of the Andes. The
Science (SETI) sees that waves form IO fall out, they blow. That avalanche makes
chaos, they will see these waves fall towards the sun.
The ice piles up in IO’s caverns. This is due to the sun’s anodes. The caverns are
made by the mases and ions detonated by this star, all of this piles up and falls
breaking up in IO, they break it and the caverns are made.
On the science’s machines (NASA) they read IO’s blue light. Its gleam is dense and is
seen at dawn, the science (NASA) notices that it is strange, it changes and turns
green. It rises; it is made of Neon. It will roar in the highest and that light is harmful,
it ionizes and breaks everything up, its shine blinds and generates little visibility.
The moon IO balances on its axes, this is done by the elevated solar halos and the
high Neon lights. IO is filled with Neon, it vibrates and makes echoes on Earth; a
Neon tower which guides those echoes falls. IO’s Neon is united with Ether, blue
tones are made, it turns, and falls out of its axes and advances towards the sun.
These Neon gases make the sun’s light red. IO becomes an oven, it becomes a false
sun and a ship sees it at dawn. IO boils, it becomes gassy, it empties and churns.
When it does this, the science (NASA) hears it and traces IO’s stellar waving. The
science (NASA) generates wrongful ideas about the echoes. After they will relate the
messages (S.O.S) with the echoes and the antenna. They measure IO’s ions and Neon.
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A crater in IO spits out Neon, IO’s orbit burns, the science (NASA) sees it form Earth.
The Earth’s moon is bordered by a veil of Neon and it makes a false light. The halos
that are seen are not the moon’s. The science (NASA) sees it and probes it through a
satellite belonging to S.E.T.I. They see that it is caused by IO and announce it on
television. They read its new state in the messages; IO sets on fire and makes the
metal join.
A mount in IO throws out Radon and this is noticed by the science (NASA). A wave
will sound after the churning of IO at dawn and a wave of Radon is elevated. When
IO churns it will ionize the air. The solar light will fill up with Radon and will harm
the beings on Earth. Radon will burn on IO and a Neon Halo turns it pale. The Neon
will also damage the Earth. The Radon will make IO radiate a wave towards the sun
and the gas will make it burn more. IO throws out ions and a red-light ring will be
seen surrounding IO.
The moon IO makes Niter and is fragmented. The science (NASA) sees this and will
carry out a Holy Eucharist. They find Iodine on IO. IO blows and the Iodine comes
out. The science (NASA) raises an antenna and sees IO bring Niter. The Niter batters
the Earth’s Ozone layer.
The sun makes halos that are heard on an antenna. These happenings of the sun dry
the eyes and make them red.
IO blows and a blue light is seen on Earth. That light burns and gives out heat, it falls
on Earth and affects human beings. The science (NASA) sees that IO is emptied, it is
ionized and sees that that light is raised.
In the sky they will see an accumulation of green ice isolated from the trade winds.
The acids that come out and come from IO isolate it. The salt and Iodine break up
and the sky that surrounds the Earth is left below zero. The salt and Iodine are
posed making a cloak that surrounds the Earth. It is left without a moon and without
a sun, there is no food and there is only mourning because life is taken away. The
people that are reluctant of God will see mourning, those obedient, in silence will
see Him if they carry out a tie with Him. The Science will travel to the ice
accumulation, they analyze it and will not know what is happening and will say that
it is nothing. When the science sees that in the messages it says what is in the Bibles,
they begin to desire to see God. God’s Law is one and true.
IO emanates Helium, that Helium is lethal. Solar tides will blow, this will melt the
polar area and sand moles are made, with this pestilence is generated and the Sun’s
halos are retarded, making the ground freeze.
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IO churns, the science (NASA) tries to trace the wave where they find the churning,
they see lights come out of IO. They do not understand what is happening, they deny
it and do not see that IO has ceased churning. They probe and move their see and
are assertive in seeing the disaster on Earth and then they give the Earth warning.
When IO bursts it will create a trail in its Northeast and this will create disasters. Its
sound will be heard on all of Earth. An astronomer sees this occurrence and informs
it to S.E.T.I. The cosmos will fill with alfa, beta and gamma rays and fall in the ozone,
they do not stop.
IO roars and falls out of its axes. This is caused by the Helium that comes out of the
moon and sticks to the halos it makes. IO hides behind the sun.
God makes an appointment with the science in the Sanctuary, they will probe the
wave and take data that comes out from there. Once the data is compiled and
analyzed they find that they are not self-powered but that they come out and are
donated by God when they exercise the gift. They take God’s code and are silent, and
even so they will see that God dwells there. They have already analyzed IO from the
heavens and the data from the wave makes them go to the sanctuary. They notice
that the wave goes to IO and this gives solidity to what they see. They send a probe
and notice the cumulus of Helium in that zone of the pole that devours IO silently

(See attachment).
The Helium moves it, IO does not resist and turns on its axes. When its axes turn, it
tilts, and it is then that the comet that is directed towards IO emerges and hits it. The
science (SETI and NASA) shows this comets tail in an image with dense smoke and
Helium that strikes IO, it leaves a halo of blue light and makes a crater, from which
clouds that emanate gases come out. This crater is measured with an antenna that
they install in an air base and they create a sonar. The Dial is noisy, it is an echo. IO
ionizes, and magnetizes. IO turns red, a gas that surrounds it is seen and that gas will
surround the Earth and will not allow the sun’s light to come in. Strange mases of
magma will be formed that dilute and make rivers of ions that have Ammonite. The
southern part burns and breaks into four parts and the spongy Lithium breaks it up.
The Dial is clarified.
The science warns that IO has broken due to the passing of a star that makes it
burst. The pieces will pass by EROS.
Calixto (Jupiter’s Satellite) destroys IO. With horror, the science (NASA) sees IO
move EROS and bring IODINE.
IO is in decadence; its decease is seen by the science (NASA). The sun moves closer,
it bursts, and chaos descends upon the countries like it has never before.
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The Earth’s crust, the ozone is ravished by the sun. It is as if a sword were to
trespass the Earth, the race is whipped by the sun and it does not rain anymore. All
of the polar region will vanish. This establishes the closing of the IO STAGE
Consequences on Earth due to the Iodine
The light that comes out of IO undulates into a lethal metal (A rock is ionized). This
makes the Iodine that surrounds the earth loosen, it falls into the water and dilutes.
The rivers will become ionized without the earth’s ozone,, the salt in the water will
no longer salt (again as in IO's stage the situation becomes worst); and like this it
becomes lethal. Frosts and droughts will be unleashed on Earth, and they will cause
deaths in the Antioquian Urabá, U.S.A, Asia and Switzerland.
IO begins to exhale masses of Iodine at its maximum, its axes paralyzes and rotates
towards the other side, the nodal layer is filled and freezes. Islands with Iodine are
made and are exhaled; this is lethal. The Iodine is lethal, it will burn if it touches and
enters the Earth, it will kill and ruin everything. The celestial halos become opaque
and a colossal gleam is seen in the boreal area due to the boreal gleams the season
of autumn is accelerated on earth and it will rock more.
In Nairobi an aerial light patrols above. Its trail will be seen in the orbit, its
detonation will be seen, the air is altered and turns into fire blazes that destroy
everything they touch. A boreal light will be traced around that zone, it will cause
disasters.
IO churns and the Iodine comes out. The science (NASA) rises an antenna and sees
IO bring Nitro. The Nitro dents the ozone, this is terrible. They are terrified by this.
The sun’s rays continue and generates pain. God gives us that signal.
Signs come out in the orbit: The Iodine is attracted by the sun and it elevates it, it is
emptied and makes red halos. This will be known due to the pain in the eyes
because they become dry. It comes out in areas where there is sun and it penetrates,
where the sun fills everything and it is dry. (Desserts). The sun becomes unhealthy
with the Iodine, there will be ailments. God tells us to not expose ourselves to the
sun and warns: lethal clouds will arrive to Earth; those clouds cause the Iodine to
come out. All of the Iodine goes out into the cosmos and the skin fries, this is due to
the ulcers, it causes puss and pealing, the skin toasts, falls apart and falls off. The
lack of ozone makes the sun hurt our faces, it hurts the skin and causes pain; the
ultraviolet rays will cause wounds and they will not find the cure; the hair will be
ionized and there will be thirst, it tires the eyes and harms them. The sun affects the
water, it also makes it become ionized, additionally it will evaporate and deprive us
of the salt in the sea it will dilute it, this will be pestilent and lethal, the air will
become humid, dense and sandy, since the sand will not grasp on to the earth, it will
be elevated, and this will affect airplanes and it will be hard to breathe, speaking will
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be restricted and this will produce a cough, it will hurt to cough, because this will
produce Typhus (Tuberculosis) and will principally affect children. There will be
deaths. A toxic and dense air will blow in the polar area. It will be years of sun,
everything boils, there will be starvation and the sea will worsen. God recommends
avoiding exposure to the sun between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. The ozone will be
damaged in areas of the Swiss, Zaire, Rhin, The Andes and the Sen River. The people
will flee their countries in search for water since many will die of thirst.
The air becomes ionized in Zaire, the same as in Canada where an acid escapes and
the freezes end due to the light of the sun.
In Delhi, everything fills up with Iodine.
In Galapagos the Ozone uncovers and the sun hurts the skin, it causes thirst, there is
no food, and this will be chaos.
The sun releases ions and flames and attracts all of the Iodine to Earth in the IO
Stage. Iodine comes out of the beings and out of everything. There will be no Iodine
on the planet, the salt will not salt, and this makes the fish die. God recommends
saving salt and Iodine.
The Earth’s air is filled with Iodine and the ozone does not isolate it from the poles;
it ruins them. The deicing is accelerated and the ice breaks. In the southern pole a
mass of ice shakes and falls into the sea. In these areas nothing will be left.
The Iodine becomes ionized, and stops being Iodine, the ions make the light of the
sun become altered. This makes the Earth terrified. God warns about the coming of
some clouds filled with Iodine, Sodium and Uranium. All of these are lethal! They
find red holes on earth, these are made up of Iodine. The sky curls and freezes.
Everyone will get a cough. Iodine falls from the clouds and the sun makes the eyes
red and that causes pain. They are red in their orbit (eyeball).
There is no Iodine left in the United States, the air leaves and the Sun ionizes it. The
eyes turn red if there are ions in the air. In the air Iodine will burst (sound rays) and
the wave will hit Mount Helen. The lave comes out, they will be warned and there
will be crying; it flames up; the closest towns are filled with a stinking odor; the
rivers are filled, and the water pores out of them, since mud avalanches come out of
them; The air is damaged, eruptions come up in the highest and in these the metal is
diluted. The East face will burst, and blow and that area will tear up. S.E.T.I will track
and read the wave that unleashes the bursting of the Mount and will find IO’s wave
and will hear it. They are left with nothing to do and the Mount will burst.
The science (NASA) measures a dense and unhealthy halo in the ozone. The science
(NASA) probes the sun and links together its waves and sees that it is burning even
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more. Its mass comes out and rises and waves. The probe reveals the sun’s real
orbit, which makes it slow. They notice that it tilts the Earth.
In the East of the European continent they will see rings that bring acetone from
space. Due to the acetone pestilence and cough will fall, the ozone will open and fall
onto Earth. The North and South Pole will become opaque.
The sun’s rays make the air unhealthy and desolate the Earth. They find Beta rays in
the Swiss line. The sky becomes bluish and the air will turn thick and this will cause
coughing.
IO’s gases unleash asthma and a pandemic will occur since the Earth will dry out, it
will give sepsis and create a stench, with Ebola and Polio.
God warns us that there will be sirens in the sky, frogs will be seen in the banks of
the Sen and Rhin rivers. The sun of the Sahara will dry up the delta of the Nile river.
Petroleum will come out and will pave everything. The birds will die, the cetaceans,
fish and the Iodine will come out of the salt and will make it lazy. There will be lava
in the lakes Huron, Ontario and the Erie and the stations will be affected. The sun
will make the rats come out and terrify the Earth; All of these are signs of the IO Era.
Consequences on Earth
Helium from IO makes dense lights that come and make bluish tones, earth becomes
cold.
The fires in the sky occur due to the gas from IO and because of its upgrade with the
sun’s halos. Halos with voracious fires are gestated, the sky lights up and none of the
solar system escapes from its reach, the ozone layer falls and becomes aqueous. All
axes turn.
The choral in Australia turns Neon. The strong sun and the Petroleum will ruin it.
The sky burns due to a gas, the Helium alters the Earth, alters Russia, U.S.A., Peru,
Sienna, The Pyrenees, Asia, Geneva, New Delhi and Borneo.
“In the sun there are gases, you will see those gases turn and turn and the air will cover
in flames. It is convenient for you to not be in the streets, also from the skies you will
see wormwood fall, it will be impossible to see. Do not look at anything! You will also
cover your head well. Everything turns and until it does not stop though shall not cease
praying.”
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South of Sweden petroleum lights up due to solar rays that are contaminating the air
in Oslo. It is here in Oslo where ice will run down the rivers.

IO makes masses fall. Fog rises, and the waves of the sun touch the routes, the hours
will shorten, the sea rises, the winds accelerate, and everything will be darkness.
When IO detonates it will cause chaos in Rome, Pisa, Bruges, Venice and Bosnia.
The Era of the sun will bring upon Earth years of thirst, the sun turns slow and
releases threads of ions. It will ravish Quito, Honolulu, Madrid, India, Sudan, The
Ganges, the Northern part of the Earth will seem opaque. The sun’s halos come with
pollution from the sky, the cough is given with the halos; they damage it so much
that there will be deaths. The sun sets and hits the Islands of the point of the Earth
towards Iceland. Here the sun increases and sends an ion and burns. There is
nothing that will lessen it. Each set of halos from the sun will devour each area, town
and city, more and more. In Sudan there will be a weird noise from IO.
All of this makes disasters on earth, lava comes out, the rivers and jungles unite, the
light becomes Neon, sirens will be heard on Earth, frogs will be seen in the banks of
the rivers Sen and Rhin. Birds die, the oceans rise and devastate Syria, Israel and
Judea and they will sink. In Tunisia huge waves will form. When the Earth waves the
salt becomes flavorless. The salt will not salt, it will be lazy, the sun damages it and it
will be scarce. It must be stored in sailcloth; The salt in the sea becomes ionized and
the sea water will rot little by little and become marshy. The fish will die.

The United States launches bags of salt to the city of Berlin.
Arabia will see IO’s waver in their own land because their air layer falls due to the
sand that comes out into the sky; the air is heavy, it becomes thick since the sand
breaks up, and it scratches when breathing, that land will suffer with IO’s waver.

The red sand of the Sahara will raise and surround the globe, it will throw ions as a
sign of what is happening in IO. It will become red because it is chalky due to IO’s
Helium that is emptied out and burns because of the sun’s halos. A neon Halo is
formed.
In Sudan the dunes become red; there are rivers and rivers of dunes, this is in the IO
era.
The sand will devastate Zaire and Asia. In the Tibet the sand raises, it gives men a
cough, their hair will fall out and it will produce nausea.
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The sand of the sea comes out into the air and takes out the salt. Salt will fall in the
rivers and dissolve; the water is wrecked, and the fish of the rivers die. IT will cause
pain to the skin and can be cured with roses and bee honey. The air turns thick.
Pestilence is made, it will be unhealthy. The salt will blind, and the sand delays the
sun. The light is gone. The science (NASA) plans for the sand to not seal the Earth.

In Russia the sand burns and the heat raise the sea. The Sun will devastate the South
which becomes heated. The ozone becomes dry due to the ice that it generates. In
Manila the sun makes the ozone unhealthy and it becomes ionized. In Moscow and
in South Korea, sun waves damage the ozone. In South Korea the men will no longer
see anything.

.
There is an alert in the poles, the ice melts, the ozone explodes, and the smut makes
it dense, the poles become opaque. The ozone sustains Neons and becomes lethal.
This is why the polar region explodes. Men will hold on to God and the Holy Virgin
Mary.
The North and South Pole break when IO bursts, this will bring the rough second
stage. Starvation comes, the sea is poisoned, and wormwood is made.
The coasts dry up in the Indigo ocean, the rivers dry up.
The sun will make a heat wave in the Himalaya. The ice falls (it melts). There will be
mud around the hills.
In Switzerland the rivers pore out.
Flour will not be found on Earth.
A solar flare makes a gas wave in Europe, the gas is lethal, and the moon will not be
seen in Loreto due to this gas.
An unhealthy cloud is elevated around IO and brings lethal air towards earth, it will
bring poisonous bubbles to the ground on the globe, there will be a snow veil in all
of the Earth. The air will hit the orb in Asia, it will choke them, Leprosy will
propagate but if the Earth prays it will cease. Famine comes, there will be no food.
A wave expands on Earth, lava rises, comes out and devastates everything. Cloudy
acids elevate, and snow falls in Holy Land.
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Crete and the Caspian Sea shake and unite. The light of day goes away. This is the
prelude to the EROS Phase.
The acids advance and poison the jungles, rivers, the sea, the air. In the IO Stage the
poles come off and masses of mud elevate.
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Impact on Earth
Impacts

Radiation

• Rusia

• Rusia

• Sudan

• Hungría

• Arabia

• Suiza

• Nepal

• La Plata

• Brasil

• Andorra

• Serbia – Belgrado

• Lyon

• Cancún, México

• Roma

• Italia Roma

• Tsunamis

• Suecia

• Osaka

• Ghana

• Canadá

• Malvinas

• Grecia

• Paris
• Perú
• Grecia
• Islandia
• Noruega – Oslo
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ATTACHMENT
EL ORAR ENVÍA ONDA AL CIELO. Y AL ORAR CON EL DON SE ALZA UNA
ONDA QUE DA EN "IO", LA ONDEA, LA MUEVE, OSCILA, LA LADEA. ALLÍ
REUNO A LA CIENCIA DONDE VEN MI ONDA VENIDA DEL DON. LA ONDA
SE HUNDE EN "IO" Y SALE UN CÚMULO DE HELIO QUE DA EL DATO DE
DONDE SE POSA LA ONDA. CADA TANDA DE HELIO SALE Y MANDA
HALOS AL SOL Y A LA GEO (TIERRA) Y LA CIENCIA DECIDE DAR ACATO.
SACA IDEAS. ESE DATO LO NARRO Y LO NARRO SERÁ ASÍ. CANSANCIO
HAY DE OIR LOS DATOS DE DIOS HIJA. DAOS AL DON. DATOS Y DATOS
HAY CON EL DON, NO LO MIDAN, NO SE DAN EN SERIO, SE VEN CON
CANSANCIO. DIBUJADO HA QUEDADO EL ANÁLISIS DEL DÍA DE "IO" Y LA
ERA, EL DE LA ERA DOS Y EL DE LA ERA DADA AL RODAR EL EJE DE LA
GEO. AÚN ASÍ HAY DATOS Y DATOS QUEDADOS QUE MI HÁLITO DESEA
DAR.
A LA CIENCIA CITA DEO AHÍ, LE HACE VER EL ONDEO EN EL CIELO QUE
SE DA SI HILAN EN LA ZONA DE LA SONDA. (ANTENA). LA CIENCIA
SONDEA LA ONDA Y TOMA LOS DATOS QUE SALEN DESDE LA SEDE.
TEJIDOS LOS DATOS, HALLAN QUE NO SON AUTOPULSADOS SINO QUE
SALEN SI LOS SELLA Y LOS DONA DIOS A LOS QUE HILAN. TOMAN MI
CODE Y HACEN SILENCIO AÚN ASI QUE VERÁN QUE DIOS HABITA AHÍ. YA
HAN ANALIZADO A LA "IO" JOVIANA DESDE EL CIELO Y LOS DATOS DE
LA ONDA LOS HACEN CAER EN LA SEDE. ANCÍA DEO QUE LA CIENCIA
DE ACATO A LO DE DIOS. NOTAN QUE ESA ONDA DA EN "IO" Y ESO LE
DA SOLIDEZ A LO QUE VEN. MANDAN SONDA Y NOTAN EL CÚMULO DE
HELIO EN LA ZONA DEL POLO QUE DEVORA EN SILENCIO A "IO".
NARRO A LA CIENCIA LOS DATOS EN POS DE DAR A LA GEO (TIERRA) MI
VENIDA Y QUE VEA A UN SOLO DIOS VERDADERO. LA DEJO CAER EN EL
DESEO DEL "YO" Y QUE LOS DEVORE, YA QUE VEN SOLO EN ELLOS LA
VERDAD Y DE ELLA SE SACIAN. LOS SACO DE ESE "YO”. DEO LES HACE
VER QUE SOY YO EL QUE DA LA VIDA A CADA SER Y EL QUE LES DA LA
CONCIENCIA; NADIE SINO YO. LES DEJA VER QUE CADA TEJIDO DE
ELLOS LOS HUNDE EN LA INCONCIENCIA DE LO QUE ES VERDAD Y QUE
SI NO HALLAN LA VERDAD SE VERÁN EN EL SEOL. YO LOS AMO Y DESEO
QUE SU VIDA SEA EN UNIDAD CON MI VERDAD... NO HAY SINO UNA.
¿ACASO LA CIENCIA NO VIENE DE DIOS?
DE "IO" SALE UN HALO CALISO Y SE POSA AL LADO. LA CIENCIA LO
ANALIZA Y LES ENCAJA CON EL ONDEO EN LA AEROVÍA DE LA ONDA.
DEJO Y HARÉ QUE LA CIENCIA LO USE EN UNA VÍA VACÍA, DUDA, Y SI RE
OJEA EL HALO LO SITÚA EN LA VÍA DE LA ONDA QUE ENVÍAN LOS DEL
DON Y COTEJE LOS DATOS. EL VEHÍCULO QUE MANDA LA ONDA
(ANTENA) LA AISLA Y NO DEJA QUE LA DEVORE NI UN CÚMULO DE NADA
NI LA POLUCIÓN DEL CIELO. ADELANTO ESE DATO Y ASÍ LA CIENCIA VE
LO SERIO DEL DON.
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Atronomic Event Eros Stage
“Thou will see Hail Mary waver an enormous ring of neon from IO and the ring
will suck up EROS. Strange rings will trigger a golden wave. That wave will hit
EROS. Pray, you do not want this. Hail Mary is the path towards the King and
thou will see this in the touch with EROS. This is how it will be.”
When a piece of IO touches EROS, the second stage which is in the astronomical
event is unleashed. There is no trace of EROS in the radar, it is not found. Its tail
spreads tracks of gases and devastates everything in its pass. It spins in three cycles
and the Earth and EROS align.
The science announces that IO has broken due to the passing of a star that made it
burst, it goes against the stars and devastates them. A Comet comes out of IO
towards the southern part of EROS and adhered to it are pieces, this is seen by the
science (NASA) through a satellite and they announce it. The fragments pass by
EROS and a little time after they stumble and condense, they pass EROS and launch
towards Earth. They surround it and one of them hits EROS, with that collision a
blue light is released which is seen in the sky and Helium is liberated; The science
(NASA) sees it and believes in Father God’s messages. The impact tilts EROS and
brings it out of its course, it spins, and enormous murmurs are heard in the cosmos,
a weird echo worries, it is the announcement of the touch of EROS. The science
hears it (SETI) it is from the moon IO and brings EROS. Centaur and Orion generate
a spiral line. The science (NASA) tracks the smoke and the echo of the comet and
gives the data to the U.N., they read it and doubt the data and say that “it will not
happen.”
IO and EROS explode in the cosmos, they make noise and a cloak of ions makes
EROS rotate, strange disks and rings are made which suction it. IO melts and joins
EROS, they merge. A solar wave falls upon the southern part of EROS, a ring of alfa
rays is created. Eros burns. Two suns are created at the south of EROS. Smoke comes
out of the south of EROS, the touch of EROS with the earth is discovered by a
Russian; he will give the signal from the pole.
As a consequence of this collision, pieces of IO will fall on planet Earth and the rivers
will be emptied and the seas will tremble, the salt comes out of the sea and the sun
will not be warm any longer (again same effect as in IO's STAGE but worst). A gas
cloud comes out of EROS which is directed towards Earth.
EROS hides from the science (NASA) for days, they cannot find it. They do not say it
or announce it. A European air ship reveals to the science (NASA) that it sees EROS.
In the Southern part of EROS, a tone is given, it sounds. The science (NASA) analyzes
it and tracks ERO’S echoes and like this they find it. IO pulls it and takes it out of the
14
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science’s lens (NASA) and with their optic they locate it. Given what has occurred,
they decide to make a sonar in order to not lose it from sight. They will track EROS
with echoes through a sonar.
In San José they make a sonar. EROS resounds; The science (NASA and S.E.T.I) hears
EROS’s echoes, uses a sensor and creates a grid in the see of the IO EROS MISSION.
At the same time, Russia makes a net of Radars directed towards EROS and they find
that Neon is wrapping it and that it is huge, and they communicate this to the
science (NASA). France on their account, does nothing to detect it but they are
mistaken for not believing, they are atheists and this hurts God.
In a Mount, the science (NASA) lifts an antenna. Red neon halos are seen there. They
say they are from the sun. God announces that these are from EROS. A Comet makes
EROS traceable and the science uses this antenna to see how it touches EROS. The
comet emits a blue light and blows EROS’s Ether.
A strange ring breaks EROS and hits Mars.
The United States Launches a rocket with a probe from the NASA with a radar
towards the star EROS, they take a picture and see that it is dense, rocky, that it
rotates, and a green light reveals this. They analyze if EROS touches the Earth and
being sceptic, they are wrong when they say: “EROS will not touch Earth.”
The science (NASA) rushes in creating a magnet and SETI makes a net to deviate
EROS so that it will not hit Earth. This gives the beings a bit of tranquility, but it is a
grave mistake. The magnet does not deviate it and the sun burns the net.
EROS’s mass rotates, the science (NASA) sees that it changes its route and directs
itself towards Earth, they measure this and fear it. They try to defeat the star with a
laser so that the touching will not occur, but they miss their shot towards EROS, it
does not break, they do not stop it and they hit the sun, this makes it shake and
there will be days of intense sun, the people’s eyes will burn (God suggests to uses
lenses) and it will produce a lot of thirst. The same happens in Asia, they will also
make a laser. Still, the science (NASA) is obstinate in dispersing EROS into pieces
and they build an atomic weapon (of Uranium). Through an antenna they see how
EROS breaks, there will be more and more fragments that pile up and fall towards
Earth with the pieces of IO that bring Uranium. EROS has a tail, it is a blue light, it
looks like a comet. EROS hides behind the fragments of IO that condense. EROS’S tail
melts which is made of metal. They warn the entire EARTH and say: “Only God can
stop this from happening.” If you offer masses and pray to GOD, He will break up
EROS and minimize the touch with Earth.
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The United States and Russia unite and launch rockets, with an aerial wave they cut
the rock EROS, but they miss and make rocks fall towards Earth. With the laser they
hit the southern part of EROS and it divides. Ships from Russia and USA unite, they
are naval ships and they go to see EROS; it is a light with a red tone.
The science (NASA) sees that EROS will fall and does not know what to do. They
make a consensus and stop the radar. The science (NASA) balances the wave from
EROS.
They speak to the Pope about God Father’s lines and messages. The Pope says: “If
you pray and honor God He will bring us peace.” The arrogance will stop, the wise
fall, they open up to Eli and become wise by praying, that day what happens with IO
and EROS will stop. A Nation gives their support to the United States when they say
what happens with IO. They ask the Pope to accelerate the prayers.
In the NASA they pray so that the touch of EROS does not happen. In the NASA they
do God Father’s messages. In SETI they pray with the Bible for peace and for the
touch of EROS. The Russian SETI does so also.
EROS leaves smoke in its pass and it hides the sun, it hides what is clear. EROS is
enormous. It circulates the moon; this is due to the gravity of the Earth. This will be
seen in SETI’s signal as a warning.
It is a clear day, a piece of EROS touches the Earth, instead of directly colliding with
the planet EARTH, this is because God listens to the praying. A strange red ring
comes towards the moon. EROS surrounds the moon, and this appears in SETI’s
signal as a warning. The moon will not emit light, it will seem pink and opaque,
Russia fears that the moon will cease its shinning. The moon becomes opaque, it
flashes and its light no longer appears. A wave of smoke tilts it, it will fall, and the
moon will not give any light.
EROS rotates the moon and will break it in three parts. The moon is filled, and the
lunar satellite falls apart. A blade of lunar light descends and will shut off the day
light. Tolerate this wave in peace and isolation. To control the fear, you must read
the Bible. They will say in the radio: “The rock EROS will make a ring and a hole in
the moon.”
The Earth’s axes tilts and rotates. The meteor goes and hits the southern part, it
alters the Earth, fire falls, EROS burns in the air; houses fall, the science (NASA)
destroys it into pieces that contain metals that melt and fall in the seas, rivers and
earth making huge seaquakes, the sun will feel ferocious since its tail spreads the
gases near the Earth and the sun lights them up. A rock will fall in Italy and will
make the volcano ETNA explode. Each halo will permeate in the air and in the water
and coughs and typhus will propagate. Nothing will be found in the water. The
ozone becomes dense, it ionizes and dries up. The water will be unhealthy due to the
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acetone that opaque’s the air. In Peru a lot of fish dies due to IO and EROS´s effects.
The temperatures will be extreme and changing. The sand burns. EROS leaves Lead
in the air.

"Don't love God will hurts you"
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Specific Consequences on Earth during ERO's Stage
ü A sun's flare ravishes Sudan.
ü The sun ravages OSLO.
ü United States allies with Italy.
ü The President of Russia listens and cries due to EROS. Soldiers die in
Southern Russia.
ü The Russian sea will thunder.
ü Earthquakes occur in the Andes.
ü The floors lift and cause famine.
ü Due to the sun’s gas the moon is not seen in Loreto.
ü China falls apart.
ü Etna Volcano will explote due to a rock that will fall down in Italy.
ü In Peru a lot of fish will die because of EROS and IO

ü Caspio Sea will cover Bakú. Petroleum affects the ocean. They take it
our for the greed of money that represents more than maritime life or
pollution.
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Impacts of Eros on Earth
Alemania
Canal Suez
Caracas
Croacia
Cuba
Cuba
Cuzco – Perú
Desierto Sahara
El Cairo
Himalaya
Irak
Irán
Isla de Creta
Israel
Italia: Nápoles, Roma, Trento, Siena
Laos

Nueva Delhi
Oslo – Noruega
Paris - Sena
Península del Sinaí
Rio Janeiro
Rio Rhin
Rusia
Seúl – Corea Sur
Sídney – Mar
Somalia
Suecia
Suiza
Toronto
Túnez
USA

Tsunamis because of Eros
Asia
Caribe: Aruba - Cuba
Caspio ( Bakú)
Europa
Islas Baleares – España
Roma
Rusia
Sahara
Saúl
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Evento Astronómico Etapa Tres
God will put the universe in order, EROS will overturn and will empty out the entire
sea. The prophesies will be known upon Earth. The NASA will be rebuked for hiding
these events from the Earth, which give faith of the existence of God. This is when
the SETI, the U.N. and the Nasa will speak of the messages (SOS) that were
announced by the Highest.
The third stage will be on Earth. When Eros touches the Earth, it will blow a lethal
air that breaks up everything, in three days it will be surrounded by thick and dense
gases. There will be no guide for the passing of the hours and days, it will not be
known if it is late or if it is day. For three days the sun’s rays will be delayed in
reaching the Earth due to the dense gases and it will be the coldest and most lethal
stage. Only in the lateral areas, from up high down to Earth tunnels are made and
trails spread light. The polar area finally breaks. When the axes rolls, everything will
fall, and nothing will remain in place; The ions sink the ozone.
It will be three days without sun due to EROS’S touching of the Earth. In these three
days God asks us to pray nonstop. This sunset will annul the power of hell in the
beings and on Earth, since God’s Power will be on top of hell and will bring it out.
The waters flood the entire Earth, it sinks the islands and new ones will raise. Snow
will be found where there is no snow and the sun where sun does not fall. The south
and the north breaks up and all the ice falls in the water. The Earth will be another,
since its axes rotates and when this happens Jesus, Judge will go and create a new
sky and new Earth, with new life. The leaders of the Earth, from the South and the
North, the East and the West go to see God’s messages (SOS) and will convert and
turn to the King of heaven. They cry before the King of Kings when they see the
happening of EROS, but they will not be able to do anything, to renege will not be the
path, only prayer before God for the Earth so that this touching does not occur. The
science (NASA) knows that the only thing left is to pray. Be filled with Faith. So be it
God will allow Light into the Earth in the third stage. The Holy Virgin Mary will
defeat hell and God will be there on Earth.
The third stage will be called the hour of the soul, of the real aura. They will be born
to the world and go to Emmanuel’s village.
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